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Read and fully understand all the instructions before use.
Keep this instruction manual in designated place for easy 
and quick reference.

●Apply torque slowly.

Failure to follow this instruction may result in imprecise 
torque accuracy, malfunction of the device and/or injury.

●Do not abuse the device.
○The device is a measurement tool.  

Failure to follow this 
instruction may result in 
imprecise torque accuracy, 
malfunction of the device 
and/or injury.  

Failure to follow this instruction may 
result in imprecise torque accuracy, 
malfunction of the device and/or injury.

●Do not use the device nearby electrical 
   products being operated．   
○Electrical signal or noise can affect  a torque measurement 
   function of the device. 
Failure to follow this instruction may result in imprecise 
torque accuracy, malfunction of the device and/or injury. 

ＧapSquare drive
The gap invites injury or 
breakage of the square 
drive.

Failure to follow this instruction may result in breakage of the 
extension bar or the joint. 

●Do not disassemble or modify the device. 
Failure to follow this instruction may result in 
malfunction or accidents. 

●Keep work area clean.
○Cluttered areas invite accidents or injury.

Failure to follow this in struction may result in injury.

Failure to follow this instruction may 
result in imprecise torque accuracy, 
malfunction of the device and/or injury. 

●Main Body ●Plastic Case

●Calibration
　Certificate

●Instruction
　Manual

Main Body

Square Drive 
(male) Red LED LCD Display

Operation Button 

Square Drive
 (female)

Battery Cover

Set Screw for 
Battery Cover

Operation Button 

Press to turn on and off power.Power Button 

Tolerance Button Press to set or save the 
tolerance value.

Volume up Button
Press to set torque tolerance value. 
Press and hold to increase torque value.

Volume down Button/Change 
Measurement Mode Button
Press to set torque tolerance value.
Press and hold to decrease torque value.
Also press with Power button 
simultaneously to switch measurement 
mode.

Press to set or save target torque.

Clear Button

Set Button

Press to clear the measurement value 
by Peak Mode.

Thank you for purchasing TONE DIGITORQON™ HDT-series.  

■ TONE DIGITORQON™ HDT-series is digital torque 
　 measurement device installed between socket and general 
　 handle like “Ratchet Handle” and “Spinner Handle”

■ Over Torque Prevention Function is installed. Approaching 
　 50%～95% of arbitrarily target torque, both an alert beep 
　 sound and Red LED go on.    

Danger is used to indicate threatening
dangerous or unsafe practices which
could immediately result in severe 
personal injury or death in the worst case.

N
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Warning is used to indicate hazardous 
or unsafe practices which could result 
in severs personal injury or death in the 
worst occasion.

Caution is used to indicate hazardous 
or unsafe practices which could result 
in personal injury or product or property
damage.

TONE DIGITORQON™ HDT-series is torque measurement 
device installed between socket and general handle tool．
Do not use the device for purpose not intended.

Failure to follow this instruction 
may result in malfunction and injury.

●Do not use the device with power tools. 

●Never use the device on live lines. 

Failure to follow this instruction may 
result in electric shock.

Use

●Handle batteries with care.

Failure to follow these instructions may result in fire, burn, 
 injury, accident, malfunction, liquid leakage or out of accuracy.  　 

●Do not use the device when its power off. 

Failure to follow this instruction may result in malfunction 
due to over torque. 

Over torque may invite malfunction and injury.

●Do not apply torque beyond maximum 
   torque value. 
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Changing Batteries

Screw Driver (+No.2)

AAA Alkaline Battery

① Power the device on
　　 Press Power Button for 3 seconds. The Red LED goes on 
　　 with beep sound, and then Zero digit will appear on LCD 
 　　display.   

Prior target torque value 
to be displayed.

●The device shuts off automatically when it is not in use 
   for approx. 90 seconds with beep sound.

② Set Target Torque
　　Press set button to display 
　　torque setting mode, and the 
　　value to be displayed goes on
　　and off for approx 6 seconds.
　　Set arbitrarily target torque value 
      during flashing by pressing the 
      volume button, and then press the 
      set button again to save the target
      torque value with display 「SAVE」.

③ Select Measurement Mode.
Following Measurement mode available．
・Peak Mode: Display maximum torque value to be applied.
・Track Mode: Display torque value to be applied.    

　　Selecting Peak Mode, Track 
　　Mode I con is not displayed 
　　on the LCD screen. In case 
      of changing the measurement 
      mode, press the volume up 
      and power button or clear 
      button and volume button at 
      the same time.

Track Mode Icon

④ Setting Tolerance (Over Torque Prevention Function)
　　An alert beep sound will occur when approaching target  torque.
　　Tolerance value is to set between 5% and 50% (between 95% and 
　　50% of the target torque).   

　　Press the percent button to 
      display tolerance setting mode, 
      and the value to be displayed 
      goes on and off for 6 seconds. 
      Set arbitrarily tolerance value 
      during flashing by pressing the 
      volume button, and then press 
      the percent button again to save 
      the setting tolerance value with 
      display 「SAVE」.　  

Setting Torque
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● Setting Tolerance mode terminates when the device is not 
    in use during flashing (for approx 6 seconds) 
● Press tolerance button after setting tolerance. 
    Or, the setting tolerance is not saved.

Example for setting tolerance
　Target torque: 45N・m, Setting 
　tolerance: 10% (90% of the 
　target torque)
  Alert torque value 
  = Target Torque - (1-Tolerance %)
  = 45 - (1-10%) = 40.5N.m   

Alert Beep 
Sound Range

⑤ Install general handle tool and socket on the device. 

　　Insert the device to the 
　　square drive of the general 
　　handle tool with no gap, and 
　　insert the socket to the 
　　square drive of the device 
　　completely.  

Handle Tool

Socket

⑥ Slide the socket over bolts and nuts to be tightened.
　　Tighten the bolts and the nuts slowly. Do not tighten them 
　　from a tilt position. Pay attention to over torque since an 
　　alert beep sound will occur when approaching target torque.       

●Be careful during tightening because the device turns 
   in the same direction as the load direction.
●The device shuts off automatically when it is not in use 
   for approx. 90 seconds with beep sound.

■Battery Level

　 Battery level icon will appear 
　 on the LCD screen when the 
 　battery level falls by nearly 
 　30%. Immediately change 
 　new batteries when battery 
    level icon appears.   

■Accuracy might become inaccurate in case that the device 
   is not in use for a long time or is not used properly. 
   Contact your distributor periodically for maintenance to 
   keep the accuracy of the device.
■Carry out overhaul once a year．
■Contact your distributor for details of handling the device.   

±

Accuracy

Model
Torque Range

Max-Min

Square Drive Width Thickness Overall 
 length Weight
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Web Site: www.tonetool.co.jp
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●　Specifications and the design are subject to change without notice. ●

Use

Use Use Use

HDT-series
DIGITORQONTM

○The device is only for hand use.
　Do not apply force into the device 
　with power tools and pneumatic tools.

○The device is not insulated. 
　Be sure to disconnect power 
　source to prevent short circuit 
   or electric shock.　 

○Install the batteries with correct polarity by referring to the 
　markings on the battery case. 
○Do not put batteries into fire. Do not short circuit batteries. 
   Do not subject batteries to heat, deformation or decomp osition.
○Do not use new battery with old battery. Do not use dry cell with 
   rechargeable battery. 
○If battery electrolyte enters eye, immediately rinse the eye with
   clean water and receive medical treatment.
○If battery electrolyte adheres to skin or clothes, wash it off with 
   clean water.
○Discard of exhausted battery. Remove the batteries when the 
   device is not in use for a long time.
○Follow precautions on the battery.

If you have any questions about the products or the
contents of this instruction manual, contact your distributor. 

○Never apply torque with quick motion or putting weight on the 
   device.
○Avoid the operations that cause a vibration or have a impact. 

●Do not use the device in water, high-
　temperature and humidity condition, or 
   nearby oil, chemical 
　and solvent.  

●Insert socket to the square drive of the 
　device completely. 
○There should be no gap 
　between the square drive 
   and the socket

●Do not use any extension bars or any joint 
　parts. 

●After using, store the device in a designated 
   place.
○Clean up the device after using and then store it in a plastic 
   case. The designated place should be dry location. 
   Also, remove the batteries when the device 
   is not in use for a long time. 

Name

●Torque Setting mode terminates when the device is not in use 
　during flashing (for approx 6 seconds) 
●Press set button after setting the target torque. Or, the target 
　torque is not saved.

●Peak Mode
    The maximum torque value is 
    displayed for 15 seconds with 
    beep sound and then reset 
    automatically. Or, press clear 
    button to reset manually.  　 

●Truck Mode
    The torque value to be 
    displayed goes up and down 
    depends on applied torque.
    “Zero” means no load.    

① Unscrew the set screw for battery cover by 
 　screw driver (+No.2).
② Slide and Remove the battery cover.
③ Install the batteries with correct polarity. When install 
    them, the device will beep sound.
④ The device goes on automatically after installing the 
 　batteries, and then the device shuts off automatically in 
 　approx 90 seconds.
⑤ Slide and set the  battery  cover and fix it by set screw.  
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※ Weight excludes batteries.
●Repeated Accuracy:+/-3% ●Battery: AAA Alkaline Battery x 2
●Torque Readout (Unit: N･m) 
　　H3DT135: 0.01 increment (from 10.00 to 99.99N･m), 0.1 increment (from 100.0 to 135.0N･m) 
　　H4DT200: 0.01 increment (from 20.00 to 99.99N･m), 0.1 increment (from 100.0 to 200.0N･m) 
●Loading Direction: Clockwise and Counter-Clockwise Direction
●Operating Temperature: 5℃～42℃
●Storage Temperature:-20℃～50℃  

Male-Female

●AAA Alkaline
　Ｂａｔｔｅｒｙ ×2

【Sold separately】
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『Over Torque Prevention Function』 will not work if the torque
is lower than the minimum display torque. 


